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QUESTION 1

Chief Executive Officer of Noan Industries: All competitors of our company are only concerned with increasing their
profits and do not bother about the environmental degradation that their product-manufacturing process causes. In
contrast, we have got our product-manufacturing process audited for its environmental impact by Green Org, a reputed
international agency that monitors industrial pollution. So, when our customers choose to buy from us, they can be sure
that they are buying from an environmentally-responsible company. 

The answer to which one of the following questions would be most useful in evaluating the truth of the conclusion drawn
by the Chief Executive Officer? 

A. Does Noan Industries provide more donations than its competitors to agencies that work to reverse the
environmental impact of industrial pollution? 

B. Has Green Org audited the product-manufacturing processes of all competitors of Noan Industries? 

C. In the product category in which Noan Industries operates, does the buying decision of customers get influenced by
the environmental-responsibility of a company? 

D. Do Noan\\'s customers trust the audit reports of Green Org? 

E. Does Noan Industries make lesser profits than its competitors? 

Correct Answer: D 

Argument construction 

The conclusion of the CEO\\'s argument is described in the last statement: 

"when our customers choose to buy from us instead of our competitors, they can be sure that they are 

buying from an environmentally-responsible company." 

What is the basis on which this conclusion is drawn? This basis (the premise of the argument) is described 

in the second statement of the argument: 

"we have got our product-manufacturing process audited for its environmental impact by Green Org, a 

reputed international agency that monitors industrial pollution." 

Therefore, the CEO\\'s argument can be simplified as follows: "Because we have got our process audited by 

Green Org, our customers can be sure that we are environmentally-responsible." 

This is an Evaluate the Argument question. Each answer choice contains a question. The correct answer 

will be that answer choice whose question, when answered one way will strengthen the conclusion and 

when answered the opposite way will weaken the conclusion. 

Let us analyze the options one by one. 

Answer choices explanation 
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[Does Noan Industries provide more donations than its...] This option is incorrect. Suppose the answer to 

this question is \\'Yes.\\' Then the question arises ?is Noan\\'s providing more donations than its competitors to 

agencies that do environmental work sufficient to get it labelled as \\'environmentally-responsible\\'? Even if 

other competitors provide zero donations and Noan donates a paltry $1000 per annum to this cause? 

Even if the product-manufacturing process of Noan causes the maximum environmental degradation 

among all companies that operate in this product category? So, we see that a \\'Yes\\' answer to this option statement is
not sufficient in itself to strengthen the conclusion. Likewise, a \\'No\\' answer does not significantly weaken the
conclusion. For example, even if Noan donates zero dollars to such agencies while its competitors donate millions, does
this necessarily mean that Noan is environmentally-irresponsible? Even if, Noan uses such a manufacturing process
that causes zero pollution, whereas its competitors cause environmental damage worth billions of dollars while donating
only a few millions to such environmental agencies? 

[Has Green Org audited the product-manufacturing processes of all competitors of Noan Industries?] This option is
incorrect. Let\\'s suppose the answer to this question is \\'Yes.\\' If other competitors of Noan also get their process
audited by Green Org, then by the logic used in this argument, the customers will believe that they too are
environmentally-responsible companies. Well, then, so what? This does not impact the CEO\\'s conclusion at all, which
is just that the customers can be sure that his own company ?Noan Industries - is environmentally-responsible. Had the
Noan CEO claimed that the customers can be sure that his company was the only environmentally-responsible
company in the product category that it operated in, then indeed, his claim would have been weakened by a \\'Yes\\'
answer to this question. But, once again, the CEO has not made this "we are the only ones" claim. Likewise, a \\'No\\'
answer to this question will not affect the CEO\\'s conclusion. [In the product category in which Noan Industries
operates, does...] This option is incorrect. Let\\'s suppose the answer to this question is \\'Yes.\\' Then, all that this
answer suggests is that, if the customers do believe that Noan is environmentally-responsible, then they may prefer to
buy from Noan over its competitors. Well, this may impact the revenues and profits of the company in the long-term.
However, the present argument is only about the CEO\\'s claim of his company\\'s environmental-responsibility. And this
claim is neither strengthened nor weakened by a \\'Yes\\' answer to this question. In a similar manner, answering this
question with a \\'No\\' does not impact the conclusion. Therefore, this answer choice does not help to evaluate the
argument. 

[Do Noan\\'s customers trust the audit reports of Green Org?] This option is correct. Let\\'s suppose the answer to this
question is \\'Yes.\\' This means, if Green Org says that Noan is an environmentally-responsible company, then the
customers are going to believe that it is so. This greatly strengthens the CEO\\'s claim. On the other hand, if the answer
to this question is \\'No,\\' that is, if the customers do not trust Green Org\\'s audit reports, then the CEO\\'s conclusion -
that the customers will feel sure that Noan is environmentally-responsible because it\\'s been audited by Green Org
?stands shattered. Therefore, the answer to the question helps us assess (evaluate) the correctness of the conclusion. 

[Does Noan Industries make lesser profits than its competitors?] This option is incorrect. The companies mentioned in
the first statement of the argument are concerned about "increasing their profits." The numerical values of their profits
are never mentioned in the argument, nor is it suggested that the judgment of whether a company is environmentally-
responsible or not depends on the profits made by the company. Therefore, whether you answer the question posed by
this answer choice with a \\'Yes\\' or \\'No,\\' the conclusion remains unimpacted. 

 

QUESTION 2

Amphibian populations are declining in numbers worldwide. Not coincidentally, the earth\\'s ozone layer has been
continuously depleted throughout the last 50 years. Atmospheric ozone blocks UV-B, a type of ultraviolet radiation that
is continuously produced by the sun, and which can damage genes. Because amphibians lack hair, hide, or feathers to
shield them, they are particularly vulnerable to UV-B radiation. In addition, their gelatinous eggs lack the protection of
leathery or hard shells. Thus, the primary cause of the declining amphibian population is the depletion of the ozone
layer. 
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Each of the following, if true, would strengthen the argument EXCEPT: 

A. Of the various types of radiation blocked by atmospheric ozone, UV-B is the only type that can damage genes. 

B. Amphibian populations are declining far more rapidly than are the populations of non-amphibian species whose
tissues and eggs have more natural protection from UV-B. 

C. Atmospheric ozone has been significantly depleted above all the areas of the world in which amphibian populations
are declining. 

D. The natural habitat of amphibians has not become smaller over the past century. 

E. Amphibian populations have declined continuously for the last 50 years. 

Correct Answer: A 

The question stem says that all of the answer choices would strengthen the argument EXCEPT the correct one.
Therefore, the correct answer choice will either weaken the argument or have no effect at all. The conclusion of this
argument is helpfully introduced by the Keyword "Thus": the primary cause of the declining amphibian population is the
depletion of the ozone layer. The evidence is that populations have been declining at the same time the ozone layer has
been depleted. Additionally, the ozone protects against UVB radiation, which can damage the genes of amphibians,
who have no natural shields against the radiation. Option [Of the various types of radiation blocked by...], which
suggests that no other type of ozone-blocked radiation damages genes, would strengthen the notion that UV-B is the
primary cause of the declining amphibian population. After all, it rules out other causes. But that isn\\'t the conclusion
here. The author\\'s conclusion is that ozone depletion is the primary cause of the declining amphibian population. That
conclusion is unaffected by option [Of the various types of radiation blocked by...]. Whether the ozone caused damage
to amphibian genes comes from one type of radiation or many doesn\\'t matter to the author. He\\'s only trying to show
that it\\'s ozone depletion and not something else. 

 

QUESTION 3

Tragic dramas written in Greece during the fifth century B.C. engender considerable scholarly debate over the relative
influence of individual autonomy and the power of the gods on the drama\\'s action. One early scholar, B. Snell, argues
that Aeschylus, for example, develops in his tragedies a concept of the autonomy of the individual. In these dramas, the
protagonists invariably confront a situation that paralyzes them, so that their prior notions about how to behave or think
are dissolved. Faced with a decision on which their fate depends, they must reexamine their deepest motives, and then
act with determination. They are given only two alternatives, each with grave consequences, and they make their
decision only after a tortured internal debate. According to Snell, this decision is "free" and "personal" and such personal
autonomy constitutes the central theme in Aeschylean drama, as if the plays were devised to isolate an abstract model
of human action. Drawing psychological conclusions from this interpretation, another scholar, Z. Barbu, suggests that
"[Aeschylean] drama is proof of the emergence within ancient Greek civilization of the individual as a free agent." To A.
Rivier, Snell\\'s emphasis on the decision made by the protagonist, with its implicit notions of autonomy and
responsibility, misrepresents the role of the superhuman forces at work, forces that give the dramas their truly tragic
dimension. These forces are not only external to the protagonist; they are also experienced by the protagonist as an
internal compulsion, subjecting him or her to constraint, even in what are claimed to be his or her "choices." Hence all
that the deliberation does is to make the protagonist aware of the impasse, rather than motivating one choice over
another. It is finally a necessity imposed by the deities that generates the decision, so that at a particular moment in the
drama necessity dictates a path. Thus, the protagonist does not so much "choose" between two possibilities as
"recognize" that there is only one real option. Lesky, in his discussion of Aeschylus\\' play Agamemnon, disputes both
views. Agamemnon, ruler of Argos, must decide whether to brutally sacrifice his own daughter. A message from the
deity Artemis has told him that only the sacrifice will bring a wind to blow his ships to an important battle. Agamemnon is
indeed constrained by a divine necessity. But he also deeply desires a victorious battle: "If this sacrifice will lose the
winds, it is permitted to desire it fervently," he says. The violence of his passion suggests that Agamemnon chooses a
path ?chosen by the gods for their own reasons ?on the basis of desires that must be condemned by us, because they
are his own. In Lesky\\'s view, tragic action is bound by the constant tension between a self and superhuman forces. 
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Which one of the following statements best expresses Rivier\\'s view, as presented in the passage, of what makes a
drama tragic? 

A. The tragic protagonist is deluded by the gods into thinking he or she is free. 

B. The tragic protagonist struggles for a heroism that belongs to the gods. 

C. The tragic protagonist wrongly seeks to take responsibility for his or her actions. 

D. The tragic protagonist cannot make a decision that is free of divine compulsion. 

E. The tragic protagonist is punished for evading his or her responsibilities. 

Correct Answer: C 

Whether you zero in on the place in 2 paragraph, where the "forces that give the dramas their truly tragic dimension or
just think about the gist of the entire, you sort of have to come to choice [The tragic protagonist wrongly seeks...]. In
contrast to Snell, Rivier\\'s whole point is that what the gods want is intimately tied up with what humans want and do. 

 

QUESTION 4

Editorial: The government claims that the country\\'s nuclear power plants are entirely safe and hence that the public\\'s
fear of nuclear accidents at these plants is groundless. The government also contends that its recent action to limit the
nuclear industry\\'s financial liability in the case of nuclear accidents at power plants is justified by the need to protect
the nuclear industry from the threat of bankruptcy. But even the government says that unlimited liability poses such a
threat only if injury claims can be sustained against the industry; and the government admits that for such claims to be
sustained, injury must result from a nuclear accident. The public\\'s fear, therefore, is well founded. 

If all of the statements offered in support of the editorial\\'s conclusion correctly describe the government\\'s position,
which one of the following must also be true on the basis of those statements? 

A. The government\\'s claim about the safety of the country\\'s nuclear power plants is false. 

B. The government\\'s position on nuclear power plants is inconsistent. 

C. The government misrepresented its reasons for acting to limit the nuclear industry\\'s liability. 

D. Unlimited financial liability in the case of nuclear accidents poses no threat to the financial security of the country\\'s
nuclear industry. 

E. The only serious threat posed by a nuclear accident would be to the financial security of the nuclear industry. 

Correct Answer: B 

We\\'re to accept that the government\\'s position is accurately portrayed, and need to infer what must be true on the
basis of that portrayal. While it\\'s usually difficult to prephrase answers to Inference questions, perhaps a general sense
of contradiction jumped out at you? After all, the government does appear to be speaking out of both sides of its PR
office. On the one hand we have assurances to the public that nuclear power is perfectly safe. At the same time,
however, the government is taking an action that seems to be necessary only if injury claims resulting from a nuclear
accident can be sustained. If there\\'s really no danger of injury, then such claims can\\'t be sustained, and no limits to
the industry\\'s financial liability in case of accidents would be necessary. But the government has acted to protect the
industry. Evidently, the government\\'s pronouncements to the public regarding the safety of the plants doesn\\'t match
its own beliefs underlying its action to limit the nuclear industry\\'s financial liability. Something doesn\\'t jibe here. As
option [The government\\'s position on] puts it, the government\\'s position on nuclear power plants (specifically relating
to the safety issue) is inconsistent. 
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QUESTION 5

Many political economists believe that the soundest indicator of the economic health of a nation is the nation\\'s gross-
national product (GNP) per capita ?a figure reached by dividing the total value of the goods produced yearly in a nation
by its population and taken to be a measure of the welfare of the nation\\'s residents. But there are many factors
affecting residents\\' welfare that are not captured by per capita GNP; human indicators, while sometimes more difficult
to calculate or document, provide sounder measures of a nation\\'s progress than does the indicator championed by
these economists. These human indicators include nutrition and life expectancy; birth weight and level of infant
mortality; ratio of population level to availability of resources; employment opportunities; and the ability of governments
to provide services such as education, clean water, medicine, public transportation, and mass communication for their
residents. 

The economists defend their use of per capita GNP as the sole measure of a nation\\'s economic health by claiming that
improvements in per capita GNP eventually stimulate improvements in human indicators. But, in actuality, this often fails
to occur. Even in nations where economic stimulation has brought about substantial improvements in per capita GNP,
economic health as measured by human indicators does not always reach a level commensurate with the per capita
GNP. Nations that have achieved a relatively high per capita GNP, for example, sometimes experience levels of infant
survival, literacy, nutrition, and life expectancy no greater than levels in nations where per capita GNP is relatively low.
In addition, because per capita GNP is an averaged figure, it often presents a distorted picture of the wealth of a nation;
for example, in a relatively sparsely populated nation where a small percentage of residents receives most of the
economic benefits of production while the majority receives very little benefit, per capita GNP may nevertheless be high.
The welfare of a nation\\'s residents is a matter not merely of total economic benefit, but also of the distribution of
economic benefits across the entire society. Measuring a nation\\'s economic health only by total wealth frequently
obscures a lack of distribution of wealth across the society as a whole. 

In light of the potential for such imbalances in distribution of economic benefits, some nations have begun to realize that
their domestic economic efforts are better directed away from attempting to raise per capita GNP and instead toward
ensuring that the conditions measured by human indicators are salutary. They recognize that unless a shift in focus
away from using material wealth as the sole indicator of economic success is effected, the well-being of the nation may
be endangered, and that nations that do well according to human indicators may thrive even if their per capita GNP
remains stable or lags behind that of other nations. 

In the passage, the author\\'s primary concern is to 

A. delineate a new method of directing domestic economic efforts 

B. point out the weaknesses in one standard for measuring a nation\\'s welfare 

C. explain the fact that some nations have both a high per capita GNP and a low quality of life for its citizens 

D. demonstrate that unequal distribution of wealth is an inevitable result of a high per capita GNP 

E. argue that political economists alone should be responsible for economic policy decisions 

Correct Answer: B 

The entire thrust of the passage is to turn nations away from per capita GNP as a measurement of economic health and
toward a more human set of factors. 
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